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As a practitioner in the field of applied radiofrequency (RF) and magnet
technology my credentials for talking at a nuclear medicine workshop would
appear to be tenuous at best - and yet my area of technology has increasing
application to some related areas of medicine. To cite a few examples: A CRNL
team of Rf and magnet specialists developed an electron accelerator based cancer
therapy system, the THERAC 25, a unit that extended our radiation therapy
capabilities beyond those of the venerable old cobalt machine. Groups of
physicists at the Ontario Cancer Institute (OCI) in Toronto, the Ontario Cancer
Treatment and Research Foundation (OCTRF) and the National Research Council
(NRC) in Ottawa are working on the development of clinical applicators for
hyperthermia using both RF and ultrasound. The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
imager groups at OCI, Toronto and St. Joseph's in London are developing better
RF receiving coils (so-called "head coils") to improve resolution. For the past
two years, a small group at CRNL has been using RF and magnet technology to try
to develop a relatively non-invasive method to measure temperature distributions
inside people.

A few branches at CRNL have expertise which could contribute to development
of medical systems, and we thought you should be told of the capabilities and
interests of Accelerator Physics Branch. A brief historical survey of the
evolution both of accelerator technology and of the branch will be followed by a
"gee-whiz" demonstration of the type of work Accelerator Physics Branch does,
emphasizing areas where there have been and, in future, might be medical
applications•

The original mandate of the CRNL Accelerator Physics Branch was to develop
a proven design for a 1000 MeV, 300 mA proton accelerator to be used for
breeding fuel for nuclear reactors. This would be the great grand-daddy of all
radioactive isotope producing linear accelerators. When the project started in
1968, almost all components needed fundamental development, including high
current ion sources, RF and direct current accelerating structures, RF sources,
beam handling, control and diagnostic systems — all were in infancy! As well,
the scientists were mostly new to the field, coming from disciplines such as
plasma, reactor, nuclear and aeronautical physics. Only in the past few years
have most of the individual building blocks been brought to the practical
feasibility stage. However, the urgency for nuclear fuel breeding, at least in
the near future, has recently vanished — largely because of enormous uranium
finds in Saskatchewan.

While breeder accelerator development was taking place at CRNL, similar
expansion and development of accelerator systems was occurring both in the USA
and Europe, primarily aimed at production of proton beams for high energy
particle physics research. One spin-off of this development was smaller, more
practical, cheaper and better engineered accelerator components which made
possible commercial application of accelerator technology. Large research
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cyclotrons had been producing medical isotopes, but now dedicated isotope
producing "baby" cyclotrons were possible and it was realized that, on a reduced
scale, breeder accelerator technology might be used for commercial radioactive
isotope production. The only question was one of economics.

The first linear accelerator intended for dedicated commercial radioactive
medical isotope production was the New England Nuclear 50 MeV deuteron
accelerator — but it was finally mothballed without being fully commissioned,
partly because of technical problems but primarily because the bottom dropped
out of the market for the particular isotope it was designed to produce. At
present, Benedict Nuclear has a joint venture with the Department of Energy and
Los Alamos Laboratories to build another radioactive isotope producing linac,
based on refined technology which, they hope, will make it commercially viable.

At CRNL, the breeder accelerator program and subsequent spin-off programs
have generated a very broad range of accelerator and RF technologies within
Accelerator Physics Branch. The various RF systems developed span a frequency
range from 30 to 3000 MHz, peak power levels from microwatts to megawatts and
average powers up to 200 kilowatts. Magnet systems, both room temperature and
superconducting, have been developed for handling particle beams as diverse as
10 MeV electrons and 1000 MeV singly charged uranium ions — many are unique
state-of-the-art designs and have been patented. Accelerating structures as
diverse as 60 MHz heavy ion cyclotrons, 3000 MHz coupled cavity electron linacs
and 270 MHz proton radiofrequency quadrupoles have been built- Beam diagnostic
and control systems were also developed for most of these systems, including the
capability to study beams as diverse as a 0.5 amp 50 kV dc proton beam, a 25 mA
4 MeV CW electron beam and a 1 GeV heavy ion beam.

An example of spin-off technology having application to medicine is the
THERAC 25 electron accelerator project. While modeling the high energy portion
of the fuel breeding linac, Stan Schriber realized that a scaled down section of
standing wave coupled cavity structure could be used in a very efficient compact
cancer therapy system. He also realized that one could pass the beam through a
standing wave structure twice and double the efficiency. To realize such a
system, the group had to develop machining, assembly, brazing and tuning
techniques for long, multi-cavity copper sections of accelerator structure. As
well, two very unique magnets were designed (and patented) and detailed
experiments were performed to learn about optimization of x-ray producing
targets. This electron accelerator based cancer therapy unit is now in
hospitals in Canada and the USA, but further production has been cancelled.

Another area of spin-off technology with recent application to medicine is
that of large high-field magnet systems for NMR systems. These require fields
between 1.5 and 10 kilogauss with a uniformity of better than 10"^ over a
region 50 cm long and 60 cm diameter. The lower field value is accomplished with
"normal" room temperature magnets, but the high fields are only achievable with
superconducting magnet systems, a technology largely developed by the large
accelerator development groups.

At Chalk River, the idea of a very compact and efficient cyclotron based on
superconducting magnet technology was conceived and patented by Bruce Bigham and
Harvey Schneider. The Superconducting Cyclotron project developed from this —
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a multi GeV heavy ion research accelerator for Nuclear Physics Branch. The main
magnet is a solenoid of 1.5 metres inside diameter which, even without an iron
core, produces a 35 kilogauss field. The coil is wound with 15 kilometers of
17 mm x 4 mm cross-section copper wire in which are embedded 54 individual
niobium-tin filaments each of 0.25 mm diameter. The whole magnet is encased in
a super-insulated liquid helium cryostat. The beam is guided out of this large
field by a series of very small compact superconducting dipoles and quadrupoles
with very specially designed field shapes. Thus the technology for the design
and construction of very specific magnets spanning the extremes of size and
field strength have been demonstrated at CRNL, and with the increasing
application of NMR techniques to medical diagnosis, sue1-" specialized magnets may
be required.

As a final demonstration of the application of RF and magnet technology to
medicine, the hyperthermia treatment problem, at present being studied by
several groups, will be outlined. There are two main problems here: (1)
delivering the heat (i.e., RF power) to the treatment area while minimizing the
heating outside the area, and (2) accurately measuring the 3-dimensional
temperature distribution inside a person, preferably with a non-invasive
technique. The first problem is concerned with the design of RF antennae with
well defined radiation patterns which couple power effectively into lossy
liquids (i.e., the human body). Many studies have been done to determine the
optimum frequency for heating various tissue types at various depths — the
problem is not yet totally solved, but many very clever applicator (antenna)
designs exist (ridge waveguides, dielectric loaded guides, phased arrays) which
are the stock and trade of RF and microwave technology.

The second problem for hyperthermia, that of temperature distribution
measurement, has recently been approached with RF technology. All warm bodies
emit small amounts of microwave radiation (so-called black body radiation), the
amount increasing with temperature. The measurement of this radiation has
recently been developed as a technique for measuring general sub-cutaneous
temperatures, but the depth and spatial resolution is not sufficient for deep
hyperthermia treatment. A small think-tank group at Chalk River has been trying
to develop another technique which would use an NMR imager to measure the
magnetic state of small ferromagnetic particles distributed through the volume
being treated in the patient. The magnetic particles are chosen with a "Curie"
temperature such that their magnetic moment changes with temperature over the
range of desired hyperthermia treatment temperatures. Many problems remain to
be solved before even the feasibility of such a method can be proven. The
understanding, design and manufacture of suitable magnetic particles involves
the co-operation of experts in magnetic materials, RF properties, nuclear
magnetic resonance, and colloidal chemistry. Devising and testing magnetic
particle delivery systems could involve experts in body chemistry and function,
immune response and toxicity, small animal handling and trace analysis.
Obviously, the development of such a treatment technique requires a broad range
of interdisciplinary co-operation.

At Chalk River, we are fortunate to have many disciplines assembled in one
location with easy access to each other. Interdisciplinary co-operation is
easier here, especially with the small town atmosphere and close association
after working hours. However, because of our isolated location, contact with
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the outside world is more difficult. Thus on behalf of all CRNL I make a plea
— bring us your problems! If you need development or require assistance in an
area where CRNL has a relevant discipline, contact us and see if we can be of
help. Co-operation with outside groups on medical problems is certainly part of
the AECL mandate.


